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Multiple-Symbol Differential Sphere Detection and
Decision-Feedback Differential Detection

Conceived for Differential QAM
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Abstract—Multiple-symbol differential sphere detection
(MSDSD) relies on the knowledge of channel correlation.
More explicitly, for differential phase-shift keying (DPSK), the
transmitted symbols’ phases form a unitary matrix, which can
be separated from the channel’s correlation matrix by the classic
multiple-symbol differential detection (MSDD), so that a lower
triangular matrix extracted from the inverted channel correlation
matrix is utilized for the MSDSD’s sphere decoding. However,
for differential quadrature amplitude modulation (DQAM), the
transmitted symbols’ amplitudes cannot form a unitary matrix,
which implies that the MSDD’s channel correlation matrix
becomes amplitude dependent and remains unknown unless all
the data-carrying symbol amplitudes are detected. To tackle this
open problem, in this paper, we propose to determine the MSDD’s
nonconstant amplitude-dependent channel correlation matrix
with the aid of a sphere decoder (SD) so that the classic MSDSD
algorithms that were originally conceived for DPSK may also be
invoked for DQAM detection. As a result, our simulation results
demonstrate that the MSDSD-aided DQAM schemes substantially
outperform their DPSK counterparts. However, the price paid
is that the detection complexity of MSDSD is also significantly
increased. To mitigate this, we then propose a reduced-complexity
MSDSD search strategy specifically conceived for DQAM
constellations, which separately map bits to their ring-amplitude
index and phase index. Furthermore, the classic decision-feedback
differential detection (DFDD) conceived for DQAM relies on a
constant channel correlation matrix, which implies that these
DFDD solutions are suboptimal and that they are not equivalent
to the optimum MSDD operating in decision-feedback mode. With
the advent for solving the open problem of MSDSD-aided DQAM,
we further propose to improve the conventional DFDD-aided
DQAM solutions in this paper.

Index Terms—Absolute-amplitude differential phase-shift key-
ing (ADPSK), decision-feedback differential detection (DFDD),
differential-amplitude phase-shift keying (DAPSK), differential
quadrature amplitude modulation (DQAM), multiple-symbol dif-
ferential sphere detection (MSDSD), Schnorr–Euchner search
strategy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE differential QAM (DQAM) design philosophy was
first proposed by Weber [1] in 1978, where the phase

ambiguity of Star QAM and the quadrant ambiguity of Square
QAM incurred by false phase locking of the carrier recovery
scheme were avoided. More explicitly, Weber [1] applied the
differential PSK (DPSK) principle to the phases of Star QAM
symbols, whereas the ring amplitudes of the Star QAM sym-
bols were directly transmitted without differential encoding.
This scheme was later termed as absolute-amplitude DPSK
(ADPSK) by Fischer et al. [2] to distinguish it from the fam-
ily of differential-amplitude DQAM schemes developed later.
As a result, the ADPSK receiver invokes a low-complexity
noncoherent detector, where the data-carrying phase is recov-
ered by the DPSK scheme’s conventional differential detection
(CDD), which observes the phase changes between every pair
of consecutive received samples, and then the ring amplitude
is demodulated by a quantizer. Similarly, for Square QAM
transmission, Weber [1] applied the DPSK scheme’s differential
encoding to the specific pair of information bits, which deter-
mined the particular quadrant, so that the quadrant information
was also recovered by the DPSK’s CDD at the noncoherent re-
ceiver, whereas the magnitude of the received sample was quan-
tized within the detected quadrant. In 1982, Simon et al. [3]
proposed to apply the DPSK scheme’s differential encoding
philosophy to the Square QAM phase to completely eliminate
its phase ambiguity problem. However, unlike in PSK and
Star QAM, the phase angles of the Square QAM constellation
points are not equispaced, which inevitably results in arbi-
trary phase rotations after differential encoding of the phase.
For this reason, typically, Star QAM constellations are pre-
ferred for DQAM design. Furthermore, the classic differential-
amplitude PSK (DAPSK) was proposed by Webb et al. [4] in
1991, where differential encoding was invoked for both the Star
QAM ring amplitude and phase. In 2000, Fischer et al. [2]
carried out the capacity comparison of ADPSK, DAPSK, and
their twisted-constellation-based counterparts both in addi-
tive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels and in quasi-
static fading channels. In this paper, the notational form of
M -DQAM(MA,MP ) is used for all the DQAM schemes,
where M , MA, and MP refer to the number of modulation
levels, ring amplitudes and phases, respectively, where we have
the relationship of M = MAMP .

The development of DQAM has inspired a lot of research.
The performance of the CDD-aided DAPSK was compared
with that of the coherent QAM in [5]–[7], where the DAPSK
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was shown to be particularly advantageous, when its coherent
QAM counterpart suffered from a realistic channel estimation
error. However, it was observed in [4] that the performance of
CDD-aided DAPSK degrades, and eventually, an error floor
is formed in Rayleigh fading channels, when the Doppler
frequency is increased. To further improve the CDD’s per-
formance, the classic decision-feedback differential detection
(DFDD) that was originally proposed for DPSK in [8] and [9]
was further developed for DAPSK in [10]–[12]. Moreover, the
DFDD was also conceived for the absolute-amplitude DQAM
schemes in [13]. In more detail, the prediction-based DFDD
solutions [10]–[13] invoke a low-pass filter to estimate the
current channel state information (CSI) sample based on the
previous decisions. Nonetheless, the optimum noncoherent de-
tector for DQAM is the multiple-symbol differential detection
(MSDD) advocated by Divsalar and Simon [14] in 1994. More
explicitly, the MSDD was first proposed for DPSK in [15]–[17],
where the CDD’s observation window width is extended from
Nw = 2 to Nw ≥ 2. Consequently, a total of (Nw − 1) data-
carrying symbols have to be jointly detected. To mitigate the
MSDD’s exponentially increasing complexity, the state-of-the-
art multiple-symbol differential sphere detection (MSDSD) was
proposed for DPSK by Lampe et al. [18] in 2005, where the
MSDD is facilitated by invoking the sphere decoder (SD).
The soft-decision MSDSD was further developed for DPSK by
Pauli et al. [19] in 2006 so that the MSDSD may be invoked in
the context of turbo detection [20].

However, at the time of writing, the implementation of
MSDD by sphere decoding in the context of DQAM detection
is still an open problem, which also has been the most substan-
tial obstacle in the way of offering a solution for MSDSD-aided
differential multiple-input–multiple-output schemes using the
family of bandwidth-efficient QAM constellations [21]–[23].
More explicitly, for DPSK, the transmitted symbols’ phases
may form an (Nw ×Nw)-element diagonal matrix S, which
is unitary and hence can be separated from the (Nw ×Nw)-
element channel’s correlation matrix C by the classic MSDSD
of [18], [19]. By contrast, for the case of MSDD-aided DQAM,
the (Nw ×Nw)-element transmitted symbol matrix is given by
S = AP, where A and P refer to the (Nw ×Nw)-element
diagonal matrices of transmitted ring amplitudes and phases,
respectively. Naturally, the phase matrix P is a unitary matrix,
but the ring-amplitude matrix A is not, which cannot be sepa-
rated from C. As a result, C remains unknown until all the ring
amplitudes in A are detected.

Nonetheless, a low-complexity soft-decision MSDD using it-
erative amplitude/phase processing (MSDD-IAP) was proposed
for coded DAPSK in [24], where the MSDD is invoked for
ring-amplitude detection, whereas the MSDSD is employed for
phase detection. Then, these two detectors iteratively exchange
their decisions to improve the overall performance. However,
the MSDD-IAP still suffers from an error floor in uncoded
systems. The reason for this is that, without the aid of channel
coding, the two detectors may exchange erroneous decisions.
Against this background, the novel contributions of this paper
are as follows.

1) We observe that, although the (Nw ×Nw)-element chan-
nel correlation matrix C has a total of MNw

A candidates,

a (v × v)-element partial channel correlation matrix C̃v

that is evaluated with the aid of the SD’s previous
decisions only has MA candidates according to a sin-
gle ring-amplitude variable. We prove that the resultant
(v × v)-element lower triangular matrix L̃v that is di-
rectly decomposed from C̃−1

v = L̃vL̃
H
v has exactly the

same elements as the unknown (Nw ×Nw)-element
lower triangular matrix L that is decomposed from
C−1 = LLH . As a result, the SD may be invoked based

on {L̃v}
Nw

v=2 without the knowledge of all DQAM ring
amplitudes. In this way, the classic MSDSD algorithm
of [18] and [19] may become applicable for all DQAM
constellations.

2) Moreover, we propose a reduced-complexity MSDSD
search strategy that is explicitly conceived for the DQAM
constellations, which separately map the bits to the ring-
amplitude index and phase index. Consequently, the com-
plexity imposed by invoking the MSDSD [18], [19] for
DQAM may be substantially reduced.

3) Furthermore, the DFDD conceived for DQAM in [12]
and [13] relied on the assumption of the channel correla-
tion matrix being constant. The resultant DFDD solutions
are no longer equivalent to the optimum MSDD of [14]
operating in decision-feedback mode. With the advent
of solving the open problem of MSDSD-aided DQAM
in this paper, we propose to improve the conventional
DFDD solutions of [12] and [13].

4) Finally, we explicitly present the attainable capacity
specifically derived for both absolute- and differential-
amplitude DQAM constellations in continuous Rayleigh
fading channels. The capacity analysis is confirmed by
our theoretical and simulation-based bit-error-rate (BER)
results, demonstrating that the proposed MSDSD-aided
DQAM substantially outperforms its DPSK counterpart
in [18]. The price paid is that the detection complexity
of DQAM relying on MA-ring Star QAM constellation
is at least about MA times higher than that of its DPSK
counterpart when the proposed hard-decision MSDSD
and DFDD are employed.

Without loss of generality, we may readily assume that the
orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing technique and/or
interference suppression filters are employed in the scenarios of
frequency-selective fading and/or multiuser scenarios, respec-
tively, such as within [25]–[27]. As a result, when the proposed
MSDSD- and DFDD-aided DQAM schemes are employed for
the sake of mitigating the potential error floor imposed by a high
Doppler frequency, the assumption of having an interference-
free flat fading channel model is used.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
DQAM constellations are introduced in Section II. The MSDD
is modeled in the context of DQAM in Section III. Furthermore,
the MSDSD is conceived for DQAM in Section IV. Following
this, our improved DFDD solution is designed for DQAM in
Section V, and our simulation results of capacity, BER, and
complexity are provided in Section VI. Finally, Sections VII
and VIII offer our conclusions and a discussion of potential
future research of turbo-detected DQAM, respectively.
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The following notations are used throughout this paper. The
notations ln(·) and exp(·) refer to the natural logarithm and
natural exponential functions, respectively. The notations p(·)
and E(·) denote the probability and the expectation, respec-
tively. The notations �(·) and �(·) take the real part and
the imaginary part of a complex number, respectively. The
operation dec2bin(·) converts a decimal integer to binary bits,
whereas bin2dec(·) converts binary bits to a decimal integer.
The operations (·)∗, (·)T , and (·)H denote the conjugate of a
complex number, the transpose of a matrix, and the Hermitian
transpose of a complex matrix, respectively. The operation ⊗
represents the Kronecker product. The notation rvec(A) forms
a row vector by taking the rows of matrix A one by one.
Moreover, the operations diag{a} and Toeplitz(a) create a
diagonal matrix and a symmetric Toeplitz matrix from vector
a, respectively.

II. PRELIMINARIES ON DIFFERENTIAL QUADRATURE

AMPLITUDE MODULATION CONSTELLATIONS

A. Absolute-Amplitude Differential Phase-Shift Keying

For an M -ADPSK(MA,MP ) scheme [1], [2], the transmitter
generates a data-carrying Star QAM symbol as follows:

xm = γaωp =
αǎ

√
β
exp

(
j

2π
MP

p̌

)
(1)

where the Star QAM modulation index is directly mapped from
the BPS = log2 M source bits as m = bin2dec(b1 · · · bBPS).
Moreover, the notations of γa = αǎ/

√
β and ωp =

exp(j(2π/MP )p̌) in (1) refer to the ring amplitude and phase
of xm, respectively. In more detail, the first BPSP = log2 MP

source bits {bk}BPSP

k=1 are assigned to modulate an MP PSK
phase index p = bin2dec(b1 · · · bBPSP

), which is the Gray-
coded index p̌. The following BPSA = log2 MA source bits
{bk}BPS

k=BPSP+1 are assigned to the MA-level ring-amplitude
index a = bin2dec(bBPSP+1 · · · bBPS), which is the Gray-
coded index ǎ. The relationship between the indexes is given by
m = a+ pMA. The notations α and β = (

∑MA−1
μ=0 α2μ/MA),

respectively, represent the Star QAM ring ratio and normaliza-
tion factor. The most advantageous choices for ring ratios in
Rayleigh fading channels are α = 2.0 for twin-ring Star QAM
[28], [29] and α = 1.4 for quadruple-ring Star QAM [30],
respectively.

Following (1), the ADPSK transmitter performs differential
encoding as [1], [2]

sn =
1

|sn−1|
xn−1sn−1 (2)

which starts from s1 = 1/
√
β. Explicitly, the transmitted

ADPSK symbols of (2) is represented in the form of sn =
ΓnΩn, where Γn and Ωn refer to the ring amplitude and
phase of sn, respectively. According to (2), the ADPSK scheme
invokes differential encoding for the phase asΩn = ωn−1Ωn−1,
but no differential encoding is invoked for the ring amplitude,
where the transmitted ADPSK symbols always have the ab-
solute amplitude of Γn = |sn| = |xn−1| = γn−1.

Considering the 16-ADPSK(2, 8) as an example, the data-
carrying symbols xn−1 are modulated according to (1) based

Fig. 1. Constellation diagram of Star 16QAM.

on the Star 16QAM constellation of Fig. 1. The resultant
transmitted symbols sn obtained by the differential encoding
of (2) are also drawn from the same Star 16QAM constellation
of Fig. 1, due to the ring-amplitude normalization of 1/|sn−1|
in (2).

B. Differential-Amplitude Phase-Shift Keying

For a M -DAPSK(MA,MP ) scheme [4], [31], differential
encoding is invoked both for the phase Ωn = ωn−1Ωn−1 and
for the ring amplitude Γn = γn−1Γn−1 by

sn = xn−1sn−1 (3)

which also starts from s1 = 1/
√
β. More explicitly, the trans-

mitted DAPSK symbols sn in (3) are encoded to be Star QAM
symbols as [2], [32]

sn = ΓnΩn =
αμn

√
β

exp

(
j

2π
MP

qn

)
(4)

where the transmitted symbol’s ring-amplitude and phase
indexes are given by [μn = (ǎ+ μn−1) mod MA]
and [qn = (p̌+ qn−1) mod MP ], respectively, whereas
the data-carrying ring-amplitude and phase indexes a =
bin2dec(bBPSP+1 · · · bBPS) and p = bin2dec(b1 · · · bBPSP

) are
Gray-coded ǎ and p̌, respectively. In this paper, we aim for
conceiving generic MSDSD and DFDD schemes, where the
DQAM schemes’ data-carrying symbols xn−1 in (3) have to be
detected. Therefore, based on (3) and (4), the modulation of
xn−1 is formulated as

xm=γaωp=α{[(ǎ+μn−1) mod MA]−μn−1} · exp
(
j

2π
MP

p̌

)
(5)

where the modulation of the data-carrying ring amplitude γa =
α{[(ǎ+μn−1) mod MA]−μn−1} depends on the previous trans-
mitted ring amplitude Γn−1 = αμn−1/

√
β, whereas the data-

carrying phase ωp = exp(j(2π/MP )p̌) is directly modulated
as MP PSK.

Let us consider the 16-DAPSK(2, 8) as an example, which
encodes sn = ΓnΩn of (4) according to the Star 16QAM
constellation of Fig. 1. More explicitly, the first three bits are
assigned to an 8PSK phase ωn−1, and then, the transmitted
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phase obtained by Ωn = ωn−1Ωn−1 is drawn from the same
8PSK phase set, as shown in Fig. 1. Moreover, according to (5),
when we have μn−1 = 0 and, hence, Γn−1 = 1/

√
β, the last

source bit b4 ∈ {0, 1} is mapped to γn−1 ∈ {αǎ}1ǎ=0 = {1, α}.
Similarly, when we have μn−1 = 1 and hence Γn−1 = α/

√
β,

b4 ∈ {0, 1} is mapped to γn−1 ∈ {α{[(ǎ+1) mod 2]−1}}1ǎ=0 =
{1, 1/α}. As a result, the transmitted ring amplitude obtained
by Γn = γn−1Γn−1 is always drawn from the twin-ring set of
{1/

√
β, α/

√
β}, as shown in Fig. 1.

C. Twisted ADPSK and Twisted DAPSK

As proposed in [2], [13], a ring-amplitude-dependent
phase rotation is capable of increasing the Star QAM
constellation distances. Let us firstly consider a generic
M -TADPSK(MA,MP ). The differential encoding of twisted
ADPSK (TADPSK) is the same as that of ADPSK as specified
by (2). However, the TADPSK data-carrying symbol xn−1 =
γn−1ωn−1ψn−1 contains the extra phase rotation term of ψn−1,
which is determined by the ring-amplitude index a as given
by ψa = exp(j(2π/M)ǎ). Therefore, the modulation of the
TADPSK’s data-carrying symbol xn−1 is now given by

xm = γaωpψa =
αǎ

√
β
exp

(
j

2π
MP

p̌

)
exp

(
j

2π
M

ǎ

)
. (6)

As a result, the TADPSK transmitted symbol sn according to
(2) also contains an extra phase rotation term Ψn, i.e., we have
sn = ΓnΩnΨn, where the differential encoding process is per-
formed on both the phase Ωn = ωn−1Ωn−1 and on the ring-
amplitude-dependent phase rotation Ψn = ψn−1Ψn−1, but we
still have the absolute amplitude of Γn= |sn| = |xn−1| = γn−1.

Similarly, the twisted DAPSK (TDAPSK) is obtained by
twisting the DAPSK constellation. The differential encoding
process of TDAPSK is the same as that of DAPSK formulated
by (3). However, the modulation of the TDAPSK data-carrying
symbol xm = γaωpψa is modified as

xm = α{[(ǎ+μn−1) mod MA]−μn−1} exp

(
j

2π
MP

p̌

)
exp

(
j

2π
M

ǎ

)
.

(7)

Therefore, the TDAPSK transmitted symbol is also repre-
sented by sn = ΓnΩnΨn, where the differential encoding of
(3) results in Γn = γn−1Γn−1, Ωn = ωn−1Ωn−1, and Ψn =
ψn−1Ψn−1.

Moreover, all the aforementioned DQAM constellations sep-
arately modulate the ring amplitude and phase. By contrast, it
was introduced in [2] and [13] that the two terms may be jointly
modulated, which is represented in the form of DQAMJM.
For example, the joint mapping conceived for the TADPSK
constellation of (6) is expressed as

xm =
α(m̌ mod MA)

√
β

exp

(
j

2π
M

m̌

)
(8)

where all the BPS = log2 M source bits are assigned to en-
code the global modulation index ofm = bin2dec(b1 · · · bBPS),
which is the Gray-coded index m̌. The resultant constellation

is referred to as TADPSKJM. Similarly, the joint mapping
designed for TDAPSK constellation of (7) is formulated as

xm =
α{[(m̌ mod MA)+μn−1] mod MA}

αμn−1
exp

(
j

2π
M

m̌

)
(9)

which is referred to as TDAPSKJM. It is worth noting that
DQAM and its DQAMJM counterpart that has the same con-
stellation topology achieve the same capacity. The related ex-
amples for twisted DQAM and DQAMJM may be found in [2]
and [13].

In summary, the DQAM constellations discussed in this
paper include the absolute-amplitude DQAM schemes of
ADPSK/TADPSK/TADPSKJM, which invoke the differential
encoding process of (2), as well as the differential-amplitude
DQAM instantiations of DAPSK/TDAPSK/TDAPSKJM, which
rely on the differential encoding process of (3).

III. MULTIPLE-SYMBOL DIFFERENTIAL DETECTION

For a single-input–multiple-output (SIMO) system, the sig-
nals received by the NR receive antennas are modeled as
Yn = snHn +Vn, where the NR-element row vectors Yn,
Hn, and Vn model the received signal, the Rayleigh fading,
and the AWGN, respectively. The MSDD models the received
signal as1

Y = SH+V = APOH+V (10)

where the received signal matrixY=[YT
Nw

,YT
Nw−1, . . . ,Y

T
1 ]

T
,

the fading channel matrix H=[HT
Nw

,HT
Nw−1, . . . ,H

T
1 ]

T
, and

the AWGN matrix V = [VT
Nw

,VT
Nw−1, . . . ,V

T
1 ]

T
are of

size (Nw ×NR). Moreover, the transmitted symbol matrix
S = diag{[sNw

, sNw−1, . . . , s1]}, the amplitude matrix
A = diag{[ΓNw

,ΓNw−1, . . . ,Γ1]}, the phase matrix P =
diag{[ΩNw

,ΩNw−1, . . . ,Ω1]}, and the ring-amplitude-
dependent phase rotation matrix O = diag{[ΨNw

,ΨNw−1,
. . . ,Ψ1]} are all of size (Nw ×Nw).We note that O is an
identity matrix for ADPSK and DAPSK. Moreover, both Ω1

and Ψ1 are common phase rotations of the following symbols.
Hence, they should be separated from P and O in (10), which
leads to

Y = ĀP̄ŌH̄+V (11)

where the vth diagonal element in P̄ is given by Ω̄v = ΩvΩ
∗
1,

which leads to Ω̄1 = 1 and Ω̄v = ωv−1Ω̄v−1 =
∏v−1

t=1 ωt for
v > 1. Similarly, the vth diagonal element in Ō is given by
Ψ̄v = ΨvΨ

∗
1, which leads to Ψ̄1 = 1 and Ψ̄v = ψv−1Ψ̄v−1 =∏v−1

t=1 ψt for v > 1. As a result, the vth row in H̄ is given
by H̄v = Ω1Ψ1Hv. However, unlike Ω1 and Ψ1, the value
of Γ1 does affect the MSDD decision, but Γ1 does not carry
source information for the current MSDD window. Therefore,
when Ā in (10) is detected by the MSDD, Γ1 is considered to
be a known term, which is either obtained based on previous

1Y in (10) stores received signal vectors in a reverse order compared with
that in [18] and [19] so that the MSDSD may detect the phases according to
their differential encoding order of Ωv = ωv−1Ωv−1, instead of detecting
them backwards as Ωv−1 = ω∗

v−1Ωv .
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MSDD decisions or detected separately as an unknown vari-
able. As a result, there are M

(Nw−1)
A combinations for Ā

in (10). Specifically, for the absolute-amplitude ADPSK/
TADPSK/TADPSKJM using (2), the vth diagonal element in
Ā is given by Γv = γv−1. By contrast, for the differential-
amplitude DAPSK/TDAPSK/TDAPSKJM using (3), we have
Γv = γv−1Γv−1 = (

∏v−1
t=1 γt)Γ1.

The MSDD aims for maximizing the following a posteriori
probability:

p(Ā, P̄|Y) =
∑
∀Γ1

p(Y|Ā, P̄,Γ1)p(Ā)p(P̄)∑
∀Ā,∀P̄ p(Y|Ā, P̄,Γ1)p(Ā)p(P̄)

p(Γ1)

(12)

where p(Γ1), p(Ā), and p(P̄) refer to the a priori probabilities
of Γ1, Ā, and P̄, respectively, which may all be assumed
equiprobable in uncoded systems. Furthermore, according to
(11), the probability of receiving Y given Ā, P̄, and Γ1 is
formulated as [14], [17], [18]

p(Y|Ā, P̄,Γ1)=
exp

{
−rvec(Y)·R−1

Y Y [rvec(Y)]H
}

πNRNw det(RY Y )
(13)

where the equivalent MSDD received signal model of (11)
becomes rvec(Y) = rvec(H̄) · [(ĀP̄Ō)⊗ INR

] + rvec(V),
where the operation ⊗ represents the Kronecker product. As a
result, the correlation matrix shown in (13) is expressed as

RY Y = E
{
[rvec(Y)]H · rvec(Y)

}
= (ŌHP̄HCP̄Ō)⊗ INR

(14)

where both P̄ and Ō are unitary matrices. Moreover, the
channel’s characteristic correlation matrix C shown in (14) is
given by

C = ĀHRhhĀ+Rvv (15)

where the fading characteristic matrix Rhh = Toeplitz([ρ0 ρ1
· · · ρNw−1]) and the AWGN characteristic matrix Rvv =
N0INw

are the same as in the case of DPSK using NR = 1 in
[18] and [19]. More explicitly, the temporal correlation between
the fading factors is defined by {ρv = J0(2πfd · v)}Nw−1

v=0 ac-
cording to Clarke’s [33] fading model, where J0(·) is the
zero-order Bessel function of the first kind, whereas fd =
((v · fc)/(c · fs)) denotes the normalized Doppler frequency, as
v, fc, c, and fs refer to the velocity of the mobile receiver,
the carrier frequency, the speed of light, and the sampling rate,
respectively.

However, since Ā is not a unitary matrix, it cannot be
separated from C in (15). As a result, in contrast to the case
of DPSK in [18] and [19], ĀHRhhĀ shown in (15) is neither
a constant matrix nor a Toeplitz matrix. This implies that C of
(15) does not become known until all the ring amplitudes in Ā
are detected. In summary, the MSDD that maximizes (12) is
formulated as

{ ˆ̄A, ˆ̄P} = max
∀Γ1

max
∀Ā,∀P̄

−tr(YHP̄ŌC−1ŌHP̄HY)

−NR ln [det(C)] (16)

where the determinant in (13) is given by det(RY Y ) =
det(C)NR . Furthermore, if Γ̂1 is fed back from the previous
MSDD decisions, then a hard-decision-directed MSDD (HDD-
MSDD) is simply formulated as

{ ˆ̄A, ˆ̄P}= max
∀Ā,∀P̄

−tr(YHP̄ŌC−1ŌHP̄HY)−NR ln[det(C)] .

(17)

Then, the newly detected Γ̂Nw
in ˆ̄A may be passed on to

the next MSDD window as Γ̂1. We note that the absolute-
amplitude DQAM of ADPSK/TADPSK/TADPSKJM can
only employ the HDD-MSDD of (17). Let us consider
MSDD-aided ADPSK associated with Nw = 2 as an example,
where the decision in (16) becomes min∀Γ1

min∀γ1,ω1
{(1/

det(C))[(Γ2
2 + N0)‖Y1‖2 + (Γ2

1 + N0)‖Y2‖2 − 2Γ1Γ2ρ1
�(ω∗

1Y2Y
H
1 )] +NR ln[det(C)]}, whereas the determinant

term [det(C) = (Γ2
1 +N0)(Γ

2
2 +N0)− Γ2

1Γ
2
2ρ

2
1] tends to

zero as the SNR increases. This leads us to the ADPSK
decision of min∀Γ1

min∀γ1,ω1
Γ2
1 · ‖Y2 − (Γ2/Γ1)ω1Y1‖2 for

the simplified situation of ρ1 ≈ 1. This implies that, if both
Γ1 and Γ2 = γ1 are variables for the ADPSK detection, both
the case of [Γ1 = 1/

√
β, γ1 = 1/

√
β] and the case of [Γ1 =

α/
√
β, γ1 = α/

√
β] would be detected as [Γ1 = 1/

√
β, γ1 =

1/
√
β], which imposes ambiguity because γ1 = 1/

√
β and

γ1 = α/
√
β carry different source information. We note that

this is not a problem for DAPSK because both the cases of
[Γ1 = Γ2 = 1/

√
β] and [Γ1 = Γ2 = α/

√
β] carry the same

information for γ1 = Γ2/Γ1 according to (3).

IV. MULTIPLE-SYMBOL DIFFERENTIAL

SPHERE DETECTION

To invoke SD for MSDD-aided DQAM, we first have to
reformulate the MSDD metric of (16) as a summation of
increments so that the SD becomes capable of evaluating a
single metric at a time. Second, the Schnorr–Euchner search
strategy of [34] should be tailored for MSDSD-aided DQAM.
Third, a reduced-complexity search strategy is proposed for the
MSDSD of DQAM schemes that separately modulate their ring
amplitude and phase.

A. Partial Euclidean Distance

First of all, the MSDD of (16) is rewritten in form of
Euclidean distance (ED) as

{ ˆ̄A, ˆ̄P} = min
∀Γ1

{
min
∀Ā,∀P̄

‖LT ŌHP̄HY‖2 +NR · ln [det(C)]

}
(18)

where we have the trace function property of tr(BHB) =
‖B‖2, whereas the lower triangular matrix L is derived from
decomposition of C−1 = LLT . We note that L and ln[det(C)]
of (18) remain unknown until the entire ring amplitude matrix
Ā is detected. To solve this problem by a SD, we conceive two
propositions as follows.
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Proposition 1: The first term in the ED of (18) may be
extended as

‖LT ŌHP̄HY‖2 = ‖lNw,Nw
Y1‖2

+

Nw∑
v=2

∥∥∥∥∥
v∑

t=1

lNw−t+1,Nw−v+1Ψ̄
∗
tΩ̄

∗
tYt

∥∥∥∥∥
2

(19)

where the coefficients {{lNw−t+1,Nw−v+1}vt=1}
Nw

v=1 are ele-
ments in L. It can be seen in (19) that, for a specific index v,
only a subset of the coefficients {lNw−t+1,Nw−v+1}vt=1 from

an (v × v)-element submatrix L̃v is required, where L in (19)
is expressed in the form of submatrices as

L =

[
Ẽv 0Nw−v,v

G̃v L̃v

]
. (20)

The submatrices Ẽv and G̃v are of size (Nw − v)× (Nw − v)
and v × (Nw − v), respectively, while the all-zero submatrix
0Nw−v,v are of size (Nw − v)× v. We will formally show in
the following that, although C and L are unknown, L̃v may be
obtained by the Cholesky decomposition L̃vL̃

T
v = C̃−1

v , where
the partial channel correlation matrix C̃v may be evaluated with
the aid of the SD’s previous decisions concerning {Γt}v−1

t=1 and
a single variable Γv as

C̃v =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
Γ2
vρ0 +N0 ΓvΓv−1ρ1 · · · ΓvΓ1ρv−1

Γv−1Γvρ1 Γ2
v−1ρ0 +N0 · · · Γv−1Γ1ρv−2

...
...

. . .
...

Γ1Γvρv−1 Γ1Γv−1ρv−2 · · · Γ2
1ρ0 +N0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

[
Γ2
vρ0 +N0 ẽTv

ẽv C̃v−1

]
. (21)

The (v − 1)-element column vector ẽv in (21) is given by ẽv =
[ΓvΓv−1ρ1, . . . ,ΓvΓ1ρv−1]

T .
Proof: Similar to L expressed in (20), the Hermitian

matrixC of (15) may be expressed in the form of submatrices as

C =

[
B̃v D̃T

v

D̃v C̃v

]
(22)

where B̃v and D̃v are of size (Nw − v)× (Nw − v) and
v × (Nw − v), respectively, whereas C̃v was defined in (21).
According to the blockwise matrix inversion property [35], the
matrix inverse C−1 is expressed as

C−1=

[
Q̃v −Q̃vD̃

T
v C̃

−1
v

−C̃−1
v D̃vQ̃v C̃−1

v D̃vQ̃vD̃
T
v C̃

−1
v + C̃−1

v

]
(23)

where Q̃v = (B̃v − D̃T
v C̃

−1
v D̃v)

−1
is a Hermitian matrix.

According to LLT = C−1, we have the following rela-
tionships based on (20) and (23): ẼvẼ

T
v = Q̃v, G̃vẼ

T
v =

−C̃−1
v D̃vQ̃v, and G̃vG̃

T
v + L̃vL̃

T
v = C̃−1

v D̃vQ̃vD̃
T
v C̃

−1
v +

C̃−1
v , which leads to the following conclusions: G̃v =

−C̃−1
v D̃vẼv, G̃vG̃

T
v = C̃−1

v D̃vQ̃vD̃
T
v C̃

−1
v , and, finally,

L̃vL̃
T
v = C̃−1

v . Therefore, L̃v in (20) may be directly obtained
from the Cholesky decomposition of C̃−1

v . �
Proposition 2: We propose to evaluate the second term in the

ED of (18) by

ln[det(C)]=ln
(
Γ2
1ρ0+N0

)
+

Nw∑
v=2

ln
[(
Γ2
vρ0+N0

)
−ẽTv C̃

−1
v−1̃ev

]
.

(24)

Proof: According to the Leibniz formula [35], the de-
terminant of C̃v in (21) may be evaluated by det(C̃v) =

det(C̃v−1)[(Γ
2
vρ0 +N0)− ẽTv C̃

−1
v−1ẽv]. This implies that the

evaluation of det(C̃v) may be carried out in the logarithmic
domain by adding an incremental term to the previous eval-
uation as follows: ln det(C̃v) = ln det(C̃v−1) + ln[(Γ2

vρ0 +

N0)− ẽTv C̃
−1
v−1ẽv]. Therefore, the complete determinant term

ln[det(C)] may be calculated by an SD from the initial term
that is associated with the index of v = 1 as ln[det(C̃1)] =
ln(Γ2

1ρ0 +N0), in addition to the summation of all incremental
terms

∑Nw

v=2 ln[(Γ
2
vρ0 +N0)− ẽTv C̃

−1
v−1ẽv]. �

As a result, the SD’s partial Euclidean distance (PED) dv
based on (19) and (24) is defined as (25), shown at the
bottom of the page, and the PED increment Δv−1 is given
by (26), shown at the bottom of the page, where the co-
efficients {l̃v−t+1,1}

v

t=1 are elements in L̃v obtained from

L̃vL̃
T
v = C̃−1

v . According to Proposition 1, we always have

dv = ‖lNw,Nw
Y1‖2 +NR · ln

(
Γ2
1ρ0 +N0

)
+

v∑
v̄=2

∥∥∥∥∥
v̄∑

t=1

lNw−t+1,Nw−v̄+1Ψ̄
∗
tΩ̄

∗
tYt

∥∥∥∥∥
2

+NR ·
v∑

v̄=2

ln
[(
Γ2
v̄ρ0 +N0

)
− ẽTv̄ C̃

−1
v̄−1ẽv̄

]
= dv−1 +Δv−1 (25)

Δv−1 =

∥∥∥∥∥l̃1,1Ψ̄∗
v−1Ω̄

∗
v−1Yv + ωv−1ψv−1

(
v−1∑
t=1

l̃v−t+1,1Ψ̄
∗
tΩ̄

∗
tYt

)∥∥∥∥∥
2

+ Ξv (26)
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TABLE I
PSEUDOCODE FOR THE SCHNORR–EUCHNER SEARCH STRATEGY TAILORED FOR MSDSD-AIDED DQAM

{lNw−t+1,Nw−v+1 = l̃v−t+1,1}
v

t=1. The previous ring ampli-

tudes {Γt}v−1
t=1 in C̃v of (21) are known from previous SD

search; hence, there is a total of MA candidates for Γv, which
determines MA candidates for L̃v . Moreover, the previous
phases {Ω̄t}v−1

t=1 have also been decided; hence, there are MP

candidates for ωv−1 in (26). The ring-amplitude-dependent
phase rotations {Ψt}

v−1

t=1 and ψv−1 are explicitly determined by
the ring amplitudes {Γt}vt=1.

Furthermore, the determinant term in (26) is given by Ξv =
NR · ln[(Γ2

vρ0 +N0)− ẽTv C̃
−1
v−1ẽv]− ξv−1.We note that to re-

tain the full MSDD capability, all the MSDSD’s PED increment
values of (26) have to be nonnegative. For this reason, the
extra constant of ξv−1 = min∀Γ1···∀Γv

NR · ln[(Γ2
vρ0 +N0)−

ẽTv C̃
−1
v−1ẽv] is introduced in the determinant term Ξ, which

is similar to the case of adding Ki for the soft-decision SD’s
PED in [36, (23)–(25)]. We note that adding a constant of
(
∑Nw

v=2 −ξv−1) to the MSDD metric of (18) does not impose
any performance difference, and the constants {ξv−1}Nw

v=2 are
preevaluated and prestored in an offline fashion, before per-
forming MSDSD. In summary, the only variable in the deter-
minant term Ξv is Γv; hence, there are a total of MA candidates
for Ξv .

B. Schnorr–Euchner Search Strategy

Based on the PED defined in (25), the MSDSD algo-
rithm of [19] may be invoked, but its “sortDelta” subfunction
formulated for the Schnorr–Euchner search strategy [34] should
be revised as summarized in Table I.2 Due to the MSDD
model of (10) stores the received samples in a reverse order
compared with that in [19], the MSDSD algorithm should
commence from index v = 1, and the sphere radius is updated
at index v = Nw. The SD search terminates when the index
of v = 2 is reached again without finding any solution in the
search sphere. The range for the child node counter nv−1

in Table I is given by 0 ≤ nv−1 ≤ (M − 1) throughout the
SD search, which accords with the constellation point index
range. Moreover, similar to the pseudocode presented in [19],
the MSDSD may initialize the PED as d1 = 0 for the sake

2We note that the subscript m ∈ {0, . . . ,M − 1} represents the data-
carrying Gray-coded constellation point index, which may be directly trans-
lated back to binary source bits as [b1 · · · bBPS] = dec2bin(m). Furthermore,
the subscript m ∈ {0, . . . ,M − 1} represents the constellation point index
ordered according to the increasing values of PED increment Δv−1.

of simplicity, but the Γ1-related term d1 = ‖lNw,Nw
Y1‖2 +

NR · ln(Γ2
1ρ0 +N0) should be added to the SD’s output radius

before comparing EDs over Γ1 in (18).
It is worth noting that all the candidates of L̃v and Ξv

over {Γt}vt=1 seen in (26) are preevaluated and prestored in an
offline fashion. They remain fixed as long as the constellation as
well as Nw, N0, and fd are fixed. There is a total of

∑Nw

v=1 M
v
A

candidates for L̃v and Ξv stored in memory. As a special case
of DAPSK associated with MA = 1, the DPSK only has to
evaluate and store a single candidate for the constant L̃Nw

= L.
We also note that the SD tree-search strategies include both

K-best and depth first. Moreover, the SD constellation-search
strategies include both the Fincke–Pohst enumeration [37] and
the Schnorr–Euchner search strategy [34]. To guarantee that
the MSDSD achieves the same detection capability as the
MSDD, the depth-first [38] and the Schnorr–Euchner strategy
[34] constitute the default choice for the MSDSD algorithms
[18], [19].

More explicitly, according to the depth-first tree-search strat-
egy [38], the SD increases the index as (v = v + 1) or decreases
the index as (v = v − 1) when the new PED value dv of
(25) is lower or higher than the search radius, respectively.
Moreover, according to the Schnorr–Euchner constellation-
search strategy [34], when the SD visits a specific index v
for the (m̄+ 1)th time, the constellation point considered is
the one associated with the (m̄+ 1)th lowest PED increment
value Δv−1 of (26). Therefore, the practical approach to the
implementation of the Schnorr–Euchner strategy [34] is to sort
the M PED increment values Δv−1 in increasing order, as
shown in Table I.

An example of the HDD-MSDSD-aided 16-TADPSKJM(2, 8)
using the Schnorr–Euchner search strategy of Table I is por-
trayed in Fig. 2. Explicitly, Fig. 2 shows that when the SD
visits v = 2 and v = 3 for the first time in Steps 1© and 2©,
the “sortDelta” subfunction sorts the M = 16 values of Δv−1

in increasing order, where the best candidate associated with
the lowest Δv−1 is chosen. The PED is updated as dv =
dv−1 +Δv−1 in each step, and the search radius is updated to
dNw

= 5.42 in Step 2©. For Step 3©, the SD decreases its index
to v = 2 to visit the second-best candidate, whose PED value
of d2 = 9.88 turns out to be higher than the SD radius. Hence,
the SD search is terminated.

C. Reduced-Complexity Schnorr–Euchner Search Strategy

When DQAMJM is employed, the Schnorr–Euchner search
strategy of Table I, which exhaustively visits all M constella-
tion points, is the only choice. However, a reduced-complexity
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Fig. 2. Example of HDD-MSDSD-aided 16-TADPSKJM(2, 8) recorded at SNR = 15 dB, where we have NR = 2 and Nw = 3.

search strategy may be conceived for detecting DQAM constel-
lations including ADPSK, DAPSK, TADPSK, and TDAPSK,
which modulate the ring amplitude and phase independently.
To achieve this goal, we separate the PED increment of (26)
into two terms as

Δv−1 = ΔΓ
v−1 +Δ

ω|Γ
v−1 (27)

where the ring-amplitude-related term is given by

ΔΓ
v−1=

∥∥∥l̃1,1Ψ̄∗
v−1Ω̄

∗
v−1Yv

∥∥∥2+ ∥∥∥∥∥
v−1∑
t=1

l̃v−t+1,1Ψ̄
∗
tΩ̄

∗
tYt

∥∥∥∥∥
2

+ Ξv

(28)

and ΔΓ
v−1 only has MA candidates over the single variable

Γv. We note that ΔΓ
v−1 of (28) is invariant over the dif-

ferent phase candidates ωv−1 in (27). Moreover, the phase-
related term conditioned on the ring amplitude Δ

ω|Γ
v−1 in (27) is

given by

Δ
ω|Γ
v−1=2�

⎡⎣ω∗
v−1 l̃1,1ψ

∗
v−1Ψ̄

∗
v−1Ω̄

∗
v−1Yv

(
v−1∑
t=1

l̃v−t+1,1Ψ̄
∗
tΩ̄

∗
tYt

)H⎤⎦
=−2�

(
ω∗
v−1z

ω|Γ
v−1

)
(29)

where the decision variable is formulated as

z
ω|Γ
v−1 = YSD

v−1

(
HSD

v−1

)H
. (30)

The NR-element row vectors YSD
v−1 = l̃1,1ψ

∗
v−1Ψ̄

∗
v−1Ω̄

∗
v−1Yv

and HSD
v−1 = −

∑v−1
t=1 l̃v−t+1,1Ψ̄

∗
tΩ̄

∗
tYt shown in (30) may be

interpreted as the equivalent “received signal vector” and “fad-
ing vector” formulated for detecting ωv−1 in (29). More ex-
plicitly, when the ring amplitude Γv is assumed fixed, both
{l̃v−t+1,1}

v

t=1 and ψv−1 of (29) are given; hence, there are MP

candidates for Δω|Γ
v−1 over the single variable ωv−1. Therefore,

given a specific Γv, finding the local minimum Δ
ω|Γ
v−1 of (29)

over all the MP phase candidates of ωv−1 is equivalent to mini-

mizing |zω|Γ
v−1 − ωv−1|

2
= |zω|Γ

v−1|
2
+ 1 − 2�(ω∗

v−1z
ω|Γ
v−1), where

|zω|Γ
v−1|

2
+ 1 is a constant. As a result, the decision variable

z
ω|Γ
v−1 of (30) may be directly used for detecting the phase

variable ωv−1.

More explicitly, the locally optimum phase associated with
a specific ring amplitude Γv may be directly given by ωv−1 =

exp(j(2π/MP )p̌), where p̌ = �(MP /2π)∠zω|Γ
v−1�, and the re-

maining local phase candidates may be visited later in a zigzag
fashion by the SD in the same way as the MSDSD-aided
DPSK [18]. Once the local phase candidates related to each Γv

have been determined, the globally minimum PED increment
is found by comparing the MA local candidates for Δv−1 of
(27) over the variable Γv . Based on this design, the MSDSD
algorithm of [18] may be invoked for DQAM, which modulates
the ring amplitude and phase separately, but the “findBest” and
“findNext” subfunctions of [18] should be replaced by those
summarized in Table II.

For further illustration, the HDD-MSDSD-aided 16-
ADPSK(2,8) is exemplified in Fig. 3, which invokes the
same depth-first tree-search strategy as the example of HDD-
MSDSD-aided 16-TDAPSKJM(2, 8) of Fig. 2. The difference is
that the Schnorr–Euchner constellation-search strategy is now
simplified. In more detail, Fig. 3 shows that when the SD visits
v = 2 for the first time in Step 1©, the “findBest” subfunction

of Table II first evaluates the decision variables {zω|Γa

v−1 }
1

a=0
of (30) for the MA = 2 ring amplitudes, and then, their phase

indexes are directly given by {p̌ = �(MP /2π)∠zω|Γa

v−1 �}
1

a=0
.

The PED increment values for these two local candidates of
(a = 0, p̌ = 3) and (a = 1, p̌ = 3) are evaluated according to
(27), and then, (a=0, p̌=3) is chosen for v = 2, which has the
global minimum of Δv−1 = min{Δ4

v−1,Δ
5
v−1} = 3.14. Then,

the SD increases its index to v = 3 in Step 2©, where again, the
“findBest” subfunction of Table II is invoked. The SD radius
is updated to dNw

= 4.7 in Step 2©. Moreover, when the SD
index is decremented back to v = 2 in Step 3©, the “findNext”
subfunction of Table II first updates a new local phase candidate
for a = 0 because (a = 0, p̌ = 3) was previously chosen for
v = 2, and then the next global candidate for v = 2 is found
by comparing Δv−1 = min{Δ8

v−1,Δ
5
v−1} = 5.65, which is

higher than the SD radius, as shown in Fig. 3. Hence, the SD
search is terminated.

In summary, given the same number of SD steps, the HDD-
MSDSD-aided 16-DAPSK(2, 8) of Fig. 3 visits a considerably
lower number of constellation points than the HDD-MSDSD-
aided 16-TDAPSKJM(2, 8) of Fig. 2.
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TABLE II
PSEUDOCODE FOR THE REDUCED-COMPLEXITY SCHNORR–EUCHNER SEARCH STRATEGY TAILORED FOR

MSDSD-AIDED DQAM, WHICH MODULATE THE RING AMPLITUDE AND PHASE SEPARATELY

Fig. 3. Example of reduced-complexity HDD-MSDSD-aided 16-ADPSK(2,8) recorded at SNR = 15 dB, where we have NR = 2 and Nw = 3.

V. DECISION-FEEDBACK DIFFERENTIAL DETECTION

It was demonstrated in [12] and [13] that the DFDD-aided
DQAM is capable of estimating the current CSI sample based
on the previous decisions so that coherent detection may be
performed. However, the aforementioned contributions ignored
the problem of having a ring-amplitude-dependent channel
correlation matrix. With the advent of solving this problem for
MSDSD, here, we propose to further improve the conventional

DFDD solution of [12], [13] so that the DFDD-aided DQAM
becomes equivalent to the optimum MSDD-aided DQAM of
Section III operating in decision-feedback mode.

First, the most recent received signal vector within an obser-
vation window is given by

YNw
= sNw

HNw
+VNw

≈ ΩNw
ΨNw

Href
Nw

+VNw
. (31)
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The reference Href
Nw

in (31) is output from a linear prediction
filter as [13]

Href
Nw

=

Nw−1∑
v=1

wvYv/(Ω̂vΨ̂v) = wT (ÔN̄w)
H
(P̂N̄w )

H
YN̄w

(32)

where w = [wNw−1, . . . , w1]
T represents the filter taps, while

the diagonal matrices P̂N̄w and ÔN̄w are given by the previous
decisions on P and O of (10) eliminating ΩNw

and ΨNw
,

respectively. Moreover, YN̄w in (32) is given by Y of (10),
eliminating YNw

. The DFDD aims for minimizing the mean
square error (MSE)

σ2
MSE = E

{∥∥YNw
/ (ΩNw

ΨNw
)−Href

Nw

∥∥2
}

= Γ2
Nw

+N0 − 2E
{
ΓNw

HNw
(YN̄w)

H
P̂N̄wÔN̄w

}
w

+wTE
{
(ÔN̄w)

H
(P̂N̄w)

H
YN̄w(YN̄w)

H
P̂N̄wÔN̄w

}
w

= Γ2
Nw

+N0 − 2ẽTNw
w+wT C̃Nw−1w (33)

where the autocorrelation C̃Nw−1 and cross-correlation ẽNw

are given by the submatrices of C̃v in (21) associated with
v = Nw. Therefore, the MMSE solution for ∂σ2

MSE/∂w = 0
is given by [13]

w = C̃−1
Nw−1ẽNw

. (34)

As a result, the MSE of (33) is now simply given by

σ2
MSE = Γ2

Nw
+N0 − ẽTNw

C̃−1
Nw−1ẽNw

. (35)

The DFDD opts for maximizing the a posteriori probabil-
ity of p(ΓNw

,ΩNw
|YNw

), which is equivalent to the follow-
ing conditional probability when γNw−1 and ωNw−1 are both
equiprobable:

p (YNw
|ΓNw

,ΩNw
)

=
1

πσ2
MSE

exp

(
−
∥∥YNw

− ΩNw
ΨNw

Href
Nw

∥∥2
σ2
MSE

)
. (36)

Equivalently, the DFDD minimizes the decision metric of
(37), shown at the bottom of the page, where we have Ξ̃Nw

=

ln(σ2
MSE) = ln[(Γ2

Nw
+N0)− ẽTNw

C̃−1
Nw−1ẽNw

] according to

(35). Furthermore, according to (23), we have Q̃Nw−1 =

(Γ2
Nw

ρ0 +N0 − ẽTNw
C̃−1

Nw−1ẽNw
)
−1

= 1/σ2
MSE, and we also

have Q̃Nw−1 = l21,1 as a benefit of the relationship of C−1 =

LLT . Therefore, the MSE of (35) may be rewritten as σ2
MSE =

1/Q̃Nw−1 = 1/l21,1, which results in the DFDD decision metric

presented in (37). Furthermore, we have D̃Nw−1 = ẽNw
ac-

cording to (22), which results in −l1,1wt = lNw−t+1,1 because
−Q̃Nw−1C̃

−1
Nw−1ẽNw

is in the first column of C−1 according
to (23) and because of the relationship of C−1 = LLT . As
a result, the DFDD metric of (37) is completely equivalent
to the MSDSD’s PED increment of (26) associated with v =
Nw. Therefore, the DFDD-aided DQAMJM may be simply
completed by the “sortDelta” in Table I, and the DFDD-aided
DQAM that separately modulates the ring amplitude and phase
may be implemented by the “findBest” of Table II, where both
subfunctions are supposed to be associated with v = Nw.

VI. PERFORMANCE RESULTS

Here, we offer simulation results of capacity, BER, and
complexity for the MSDSD- and DFDD-aided DQAM. Without
loss of generality, we focus our attention on the 16-level and
64-level DQAM constellations introduced in Section II, where
the default Star QAM configurations are (MA,MP ) = (2, 8)
for M = 16, as shown in [1], [2], [4]–[6], [10]–[13], [24], [28],
[29], [31], [32], [39], and [40] and (MA,MP ) = (4, 16) for
M = 64, as demonstrated in [4], [7], and [30]–[32].

A. Capacity Comparison

Let us first determine the discrete-input–continuous-output
memoryless channel (DCMC) capacity [20] of the MSDD-
aided DQAM systems. For the differential-amplitude DQAM
constellations of DAPSK and TDAPSK, the first transmitted
ring amplitude is treated as an equiprobable variable, i.e., we
have {p(Γã) = p(Γā) = 1/MA}∀ã,∀ā. Therefore, the DCMC
capacity of MSDD-aided differential-amplitude DQAM is
given by (38), shown at the bottom of the page, where
p(Y|S̄i,Γa) is given by (13), whereas the conditions of S̄ = S̄i

and Γ1 = Γa indicate that Y is obtained by transmitting S̄i and
Γa. By contrast, the absolute-amplitude DQAM constellations
of ADPSK and TADPSK can only employ HDD-MSDD, which

d =

∥∥∥∥∥l1,1Ω̂∗
Nw−1Ψ̂

∗
Nw−1YNw

− ωNw−1ψNw−1

(
Nw−1∑
t=1

l1,1wtΨ̂
∗
tΩ̂

∗
tYt

)∥∥∥∥∥
2

+ Ξ̃Nw
(37)

CMSDD
DCMC =

∑MA−1
a=0

∑M(Nw−1)−1
i=0 E

{
log2

[
M(Nw−1)·

∑MA−1
ã=0 p(Y|S̄i,Γã)∑MA−1

ā=0

∑M(Nw−1)−1
ī=0

p(Y|S̄ī,Γā)

]
|S̄ = S̄i,Γ1 = Γa

}
(Nw − 1)MAM (Nw−1)

(38)
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Fig. 4. Capacity of MSDD-aided DQAM, where we have NR = 1.
(a) MSDD-aided 16-DAPSK(2, 8). (b) MSDD/HDD-MSDD-aided
16-DAPSK(2, 8), 16-ADPSK(2, 8), 16-TADPSK(2, 8) and 16-DPSK, Nw = 3,
and fd = 0.03.

implies that the full DCMC capacity is achieved, when the
a priori information representing Γ1 is available from decision
feedback, i.e., when we have {p(Γã) = p(Γā) = 1}ã=ā=a and
{p(Γã) = p(Γā) = 0}∀ã�=a,∀ā �=a. As a result, the DCMC capac-
ity of (38) is revised for HDD-MSDD-aided absolute-amplitude
DQAM as in (39), shown at the bottom of the page.

The DCMC capacities of ADPSK and DAPSK formulated
in (39) and (38) are portrayed in Fig. 4. First of all, Fig. 4(a)
demonstrates that the CDD facilitated by MSDD associated
with Nw = 2 is unable to achieve the full DCMC capacity
of CDCMC

max = BPS, even at high SNRs, when we have fd =
0.03. This capacity gap predicts an error floor for the CDD in
rapidly fluctuating fading channels. Nonetheless, it is evidenced
by Fig. 4(a) that the MSDD effectively mitigates the CDD’s
capacity gap in a high-SNR region and improves the CDD’s
performance in a low-SNR region, when Nw is increased to 3.

Second, the DCMC capacities of the DQAM constellations
are further compared in Fig. 4(b), where the DPSK capacity is
also portrayed as a benchmark. It is evidenced by Fig. 4(b) that
the 16-DQAM constellations generally have a higher DCMC
capacity than 16-DPSK, which verifies the claim that DQAM
is more bandwidth efficient. Moreover, it is also demonstrated
by Fig. 4(b) that both 16-ADPSK(2, 8) and 16-DAPSK(2, 8)
achieve a similar performance at high SNRs in uncoded sys-
tems, but HDD-MSDD-aided 16-ADPSK(2, 8) may outperform
MSDD-aided 16-DAPSK(2, 8) in turbo-detection-aided coded
systems operating at low SNRs. This feature is also observed
in Table III, where the 16-ADPSK(2, 8) constellation exhibits

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF DAPSK, ADPSK, AND TADPSK

CONSTELLATION DISTANCES

a higher minimum distance than 16-DAPSK(2, 8), which indi-
cates a better performance for 16-ADPSK(2, 8) at low SNRs.
Moreover, Fig. 4(b) shows furthermore that TADPSK does not
achieve any noticeable capacity improvement over ADPSK.
This is because, although the twisted modulation [2], [13]
increases the distance between the constellation points located
on the different ring amplitudes, the minimum distance that
is determined by the adjacent constellation points located on
the smallest amplitude ring remain unchanged, as confirmed
in Table III. Nonetheless, since the ring-amplitude-dependent
phase rotation imposes a correlation between the ring amplitude
and phase, the soft-decision detection of the twisted modulation
constellations is expected to be able to benefit from an improved
iteration gain in turbo-detection-assisted coded systems, which
will be further discussed in Section VIII.

As a closely related result, our simulations based on (38)
and (39) also confirm that (MA,MP ) = (2, 8) achieves higher
capacities than (MA,MP ) = (4, 4) for both 16-ADPSK and
16-DAPSK, albeit these curves are not included in this paper
due to the associated space limit. It is worth noting that similar
results can be found in [29], where (MA,MP ) = (2, 8) also
achieved a higher capacity than (MA,MP ) = (4, 4) for 16-
DAPSK employing CDD.

B. BER Performance Comparison

The capacity results in Fig. 4 are further verified by the BER
results of Fig. 5, which demonstrates that both HDD-MSDSD-
aided ADPSK and MSDSD-aided DAPSK mitigate the error
floor of the CDD encountered in rapidly fluctuating fading
channels. Moreover, it is also demonstrated in Fig. 5(b) that
HDD-MSDSD does not impose any significant performance
loss on MSDSD for DAPSK. Therefore, the HDD-MSDSD is
capable of facilitating both DAPSK and ADPSK detection in
uncoded systems.

Fig. 6 further compares the BERs of DQAM constellations
employing HDD-MSDSD, where the performance of MSDSD-
aided DPSK [18] is also portrayed as a benchmark. The theo-
retical BER portrayed in Fig. 6(a) is evaluated according to

P e ≈
M(Nw−1)∑

i=0

M(Nw−1)∑
ī=0,̄i�=i

dH(i, ī)

M (Nw−1)(Nw − 1)BPS
p(S̄i → S̄ī)

(40)

CHDD−MSDD
DCMC =

∑MA−1
a=0

∑M(Nw−1)−1
i=0 E

{
log2

[
M(Nw−1)p(Y|S̄i,Γa)∑M(Nw−1)−1
ī=0

p(Y|S̄ī,Γa)

]
|S̄ = S̄i,Γ1 = Γa

}
(Nw − 1)MAM (Nw−1)

(39)
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Fig. 5. BER performance of HDD-MSDSD-aided 16-ADPSK(2, 8) and
MSDSD- and HDD-MSDSD-aided 16-DAPSK(2, 8), where we have fd =
0.03. (a) 16-ADPSK(2, 8). (b) 16-DAPSK(2, 8).

where dH(i, ī) refers to the Hamming distance between the
bit mappings of S̄i and S̄ī, which is directly obtained by
converting the indexes i and ī back to (Nw − 1)BPS bits.
Moreover, the pairwise error probability (PEP) in (40) is eval-
uated according to p(S̄i → S̄ī) = p(D < 0) ≤

∑
RHpoles

Res(−(ΦD(s)/s)), which takes into account the residues at
the poles located in the right-hand complex S-plane [17].
More explicitly, the MSDD decision difference is simplified as

D = rvec(Y) · [(Rī
Y Y )

−1 − (Ri
Y Y )

−1
] · [rvec(Y)]H , where

the determinant term det(RY Y ) in (13) diminishes as the
SNR increases. As a result, the characteristic function of D
is given by ΦD(s) =

∏NRNw

k=1 (1/(λk · s+ 1)), where λk is

the kth eigenvalue of Ri
Y Y [(R

ī
Y Y )

−1 − (Ri
Y Y )

−1
] [41], [42].

A simple approach to the evaluation of this PEP is to first
formulate the function f(s) = (1/s)

∏NRNw

k=1 (1/(λk · s+ 1))
as fp(s) = (1/(s− (−(1/λk)))) and fp̄(s) = (1/(λk ·
s))

∏
∀λk̄ �=λk

(1/(λk̄ · s+ 1)). Then, we apply the Laurent-
series-based representation of fp̄(s), where the constant
coefficient associated with index n = 0 is the residue at
the pole s = −(1/λk), which is given by fp̄(−(1/λk)) =
−
∏

∀λk̄ �=λk
(λk/(λk − λk̄)). In summary, the PEP in (40) may

be evaluated by

p(S̄i → S̄ī) ≤
∑

∀λk<0

∏
∀λk̄ �=λk

λk

λk − λk̄

. (41)

Both the theoretical and simulation results portrayed in Fig. 6(a)
demonstrate that the HDD-MSDSD-aided 16-DQAM schemes
significantly outperform its MSDSD-aided 16-DPSK counter-
part. In Fig. 6(b), the performance advantage of DQAM over
DPSK is shown to be as much as 5 dB and more than 50 dB
at BER = 10−5 for the cases of M = 16 and M = 64, re-
spectively, when the MSDSD window is increased to Nw = 6.
The performance of MSDSD-aided 64-DPSK is not shown for

Fig. 6. BER performance comparison between DAPSK, ADPSK, TADPSK,
and TADPSKJM employing HDD-MSDSD, where we have NR = 2 and fd =
0.03. The performance result for MSDSD-aided DPSK [18] is also portrayed as
a benchmark. (a) M = 16, Nw = 3. (b) M = {16, 64}, Nw = 6.

Eb/N0 > 40 dB in Fig. 6(b) because it is out of scale. This
feature verifies that DQAM is particularly preferred over DPSK
for higher order modulation schemes.

Furthermore, for the comparison of DQAM constellations,
Fig. 6 demonstrates that DAPSK and ADPSK perform similarly
in uncoded scenarios, whereas TADPSK does not provide any
noticeable performance improvement, as predicted in Fig. 4(b).
Moreover, Fig. 6 also shows that TADPSKJM performs slightly
worse than its DQAM counterparts. This is because the joint
amplitude–phase mapping may result in an even more signif-
icantly improved iteration gain for TADPSKJM in coded sys-
tems, which implies that TADPSKJM detection produces lower
extrinsic information IE without a priori information, i.e., at
IA = 0, but the IE achieved by TDAPSKJM detection may be
higher than that of DAPSK and TADPSK in the presence of
perfect a priori information, i.e., for IA = 1. We will continue
this discussion in Section VIII.

Fig. 7 portrays the BER performance of DFDD-aided
ADPSK and DAPSK. As demonstrated in Section V, the pro-
posed DFDD is the decision-feedback version of the HDD-
MSDD. Therefore, the DFDD is also capable of mitigating the
CDD’s error floor, when the fading channels fluctuate rapidly,
but the HDD-MSDSD still appears to be superior, as confirmed
by Fig. 7. Furthermore, as expected, the conventional DFDD
solutions of [12], [13], which assumed a constant C in (15)
impose a performance loss, as demonstrated in Fig. 7.

C. Complexity Comparison

The complexity of HDD-MSDD of Section III, that of
HDD-MSDSD of Section IV-B invoked by TADPSKJM, and
that of the reduced-complexity HDD-MSDSD of Section IV-C
invoked by ADPSK are quantified in terms of the total number
of real-valued multiplications in Fig. 8. It is shown in Fig. 8
that the HDD-MSDSD proposed in Section IV substantially
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Fig. 7. BER performance of DFDD-aided ADPSK and DAPSK, where we
have Nw = 6, NR = 2, and fd = 0.03. The performance of the DFDD
conceived for ADPSK (Lampe et al.) in [13] and the DFDD (Schober et al.)
conceived for DAPSK in [12] are also portrayed as benchmarks. (a) ADPSK.
(b) DAPSK.

Fig. 8. Complexity comparison between HDD-MSDD, HDD-MSDSD, and
DFDD-aided 16-TADPSKJM(2, 8), 16-ADPSK(2,8), and 16-DPSK, where we
have Nw = 3, NR = 2, and fd = 0.03.

reduces the HDD-MSDD complexity, where the HDD-MSDSD
complexities converge to their lower bounds, as Eb/N0 in-
creases. Furthermore, Fig. 8 demonstrates that compared with
TADPSKJM detection, the HDD-MSDSD of Section IV-C,
which separately visits the ring-amplitude and phase subsets,
exhibits a significantly reduced complexity for ADPSK de-
tection, which is also in line with the examples portrayed in
Figs. 2 and 3.

Although the MSDD complexity is efficiently reduced by the
MSDSD as shown in Fig. 8, the SD complexity still remains
an exponential function of constellation size at low SNRs, as
demonstrated in [43]. As an alternative, the DFDD of Section V
imposes detection complexity that is independent of the SNR,

Fig. 9. BER performance of DAPSK, ADPSK, TADPSK, and TADPSKJM

employing HDD-MSDSD and DPSK employing MSDSD [18] in RSC- and TC-
coded systems, where we have NR = 2. There are no iterations between the
RSC/TC decoder and the hard-decision HDD-MSDSD/MSDSD. The number
of inner iterations between the two RSCs within TC is given by IRTC = 4.
(a) M = 16, Nw = 6. (b) M = 64, Nw = 6.

which is also portrayed in Fig. 8. The DFDD complexity is
shown to be lower than half of the HDD-MSDSD complexity
at low SNRs, as evidenced by Fig. 8. However, it is also worth
noting that the DFDD complexity is slightly higher than the
HDD-MSDSD complexity lower bound shown in Fig. 8. As
discussed in Section V, the DFDD is equivalent to the HDD-
MSDSD at index v = Nw, which has higher detection com-
plexity than the HDD-MSDSD at index v < Nw. Therefore,
the average complexity (per symbol) of DFDD becomes higher
than that of the HDD-MSDSD in the high-SNR region.

Moreover, Fig. 8 also demonstrates that, as expected, the
lowest possible DQAM detection complexities, which corre-
spond to the HDD-MSDSD and DFDD-aided 16-ADPSK(2, 8)
are still about more than MA = 2 times higher than the
16-DPSK detection complexities.

D. RSC- and TC-Coded DQAM and DPSK

The performances of HDD-MSDSD-aided DQAM schemes
are further examined in recursive convolutional code (RSC) and
turbo code (TC)-coded scenarios in Fig. 9. We note that the
noncoherent detectors developed in this paper operate based on
hard-bit decisions, and hence there are no iterations between
the channel decoder and the HDD-MSDSD in Fig. 9. It is
demonstrated by Fig. 9 that the different DQAM schemes still
perform similarly in RSC- and TC-coded systems, when the
hard-decision HDD-MSDSD is employed. Furthermore, Fig. 9
evidences that the HDD-MSDSD-aided DQAM schemes also
substantially outperform their MSDSD-aided DPSK counter-
parts in coded systems. Explicitly, Fig. 9(a) and (b) demonstrate
that in RSC-coded systems, HDD-MSDSD-aided ADPSK out-
performs MSDSD-aided DPSK by about 4 and 22 dB at BER =
10−5 for M = 16 and M = 64, respectively. Fig. 9(a) and (b)
also demonstrate that, by employing the more powerful TC,
the performance differences between HDD-MSDSD-aided
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ADPSK and MSDSD-aided DPSK are reduced to about 3 and
8.5 dB for M = 16 and M = 64, respectively, provided that the
resultant substantially increased channel decoding complexity
is affordable for the specific DQAM system considered.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have solved the open problem of SD-aided
DQAM amplitude detection, so that the MSDSD algorithms
that were originally proposed for DPSK [18], [19] become
applicable for all DQAM constellations. Our capacity results
in Fig. 4 and BER results in Figs. 6 and 9 demonstrated
that the proposed MSDSD-aided DQAM schemes significantly
outperform their DPSK counterparts in [18]. Furthermore, a
reduced-complexity MSDSD search strategy was also proposed
for the DQAM constellations, which separately maps bits to
ring-amplitude index and phase index so that the MSDSD
complexity imposed for DQAM detection was substantially
reduced, as evidenced in Fig. 8. Moreover, we also improved
the performance of the conventional DFDD-aided DQAM so-
lutions of [12], [13], as demonstrated in Fig. 7. Fig. 8 suggested
that the detection complexity of hard-decision MSDSD and
DFDD-aided DQAM schemes was at least MA times higher
than that of their DPSK counterparts.

VIII. FURTHER DISCUSSIONS ON “TURBO DQAM”

Due to the space limit, we dedicated our efforts to hard-
decision DQAM detection in this paper, which builds the
foundation of offering further solutions to soft-decision DQAM
detection. More explicitly, as demonstrated in [19], the soft-
decision MSDSD exhibits a beneficial iteration gain, which
can only be exploited by invoking iterations between the
MSDSD and the channel decoder. Although the performance
of MSDSD-aided DQAM schemes has been examined in coded
systems in Section VI-D, where the channel decoder is directly
concatenated with the hard-decision DQAM detectors, the ulti-
mate goal is to more closely approach to the full performance
potential of DQAM constellations promised by the capacity
results shown in Section VI-A with the aid of turbo detection
in channel-coded DQAM systems.

Historically, May et al. [30] proposed trellis-decoded
DQAM, and then, Fischer et al. [44] proposed to invoke
MSDD-aided DQAM for bit-interleaved coded modulation
in 2001. Moreover, Ishibashi et al. [39] proposed the low-
complexity soft-decision CDD-aided DAPSK, where the ampli-
tude and phase are separately detected. However, no iterations
were invoked between the channel decoder and the DQAM
detector in these studies. In 2011, Liang et al. [40] proposed
to employ CDD-aided DAPSK in turbo detection, where the
amplitude and phase are jointly detected. This solution was
further streamlined by Xu et al. [31] in 2013. Furthermore, in
2012, Wang and Hanzo [24] proposed the soft-decision MSDD-
IAP-aided DAPSK, which was introduced in Section I.

As the SD has been invoked for DQAM amplitude detection
in this paper, it becomes feasible now to apply the soft-decision
MSDSD-aided DPSK of [19] to DQAM. More explicitly, the

PED increment of (26) may be modified for soft-decision
MSDSD as

Δv−1=

∥∥∥∥∥l̃1,1Ψ̄∗
v−1Ω̄

∗
v−1Yv+ωv−1ψv−1

(
v−1∑
t=1

l̃v−t+1,1Ψ̄
∗
tΩ̄

∗
tYt

)∥∥∥∥∥
2

+ Ξv −
BPS∑
k̄v=1

[
b̃k̄v

La(bk̄v
)− Ca,k̄v

]
(42)

where {b̃k̄v
}
BPS

k̄v=1
denotes the bit mapping corresponding to

the DQAM constellation point for xv−1 = γv−1ωv−1ψv−1,
whereas {La(bk̄v

)}BPS
k̄v=1

refers to the a priori log-likelihood
ratios (LLRs) gleaned from a channel decoder. Moreover, the
constant of Ca,k̄v

= (1/2)[|La(bk̄v
)|+ La(bk̄v

)] is artificially
added in (42) to maintain a nonnegative ED, as discussed in the
context of [45, (17)].

Before extensively examining the DQAM performance in
turbo-detection-assisted coded systems, the complexity of the
soft-decision MSDSD of [19] has to be substantially reduced
for DQAM constellations, whereas the potential error prop-
agation problem of HDD-MSDSD has to be avoided. More
explicitly, we aim for tackling the following issues for “Turbo
DQAM” in our future work. First, the reduced-complexity
soft-decision MSDSD-aided DPSK of [45] should be further
developed for DQAM so that the soft-decision SD becomes
capable of visiting a reduced number of DQAM constellation
points without any performance loss. Second, the MSDD-IAP
of [24] should be further developed, where the SD should be in-
voked for amplitude detection, whereas the reduced-complexity
algorithm of [45] should be invoked for phase detection.
Finally, sophisticated soft-decision-directed MSDSD has to be
developed for the differential-amplitude DQAM schemes in
coded systems, where soft-decision feedback may be invoked
to avoid the error propagation problem.

It is also worth noting that although hard-decision HDD-
MSDSD and DFDD perform similarly, as evidenced by Fig. 7,
the potentially erroneous decision feedback tends to degrade the
authenticity of the LLRs produced by the soft-decision DFDD,
which deteriorates the performance of turbo detection, as the
number of iterations increases [45]. For this reason, the MSDSD
solutions, which are capable of retaining the full detection
capability of MSDD, are expected to play a more salient role
in soft-decision DQAM detection.
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